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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we examine the Radon-Nikodym theorem for finitely 
additive measures with values in a Banach space using the integral of [S. 
Chap. III]. A general RadonNikodym theorem is proved and a special 
form is obtained for a new class of measures possessing a high degree of 
internal separation. This leads to necessary and sufftcient conditions under 
which the corresponding L, spaces are complete. 
This discussion brings together aspects of RadonNikodym differen- 
tiation developed in the two settings of countably additive vector measures 
and finitely additive scalar measures. The rich study of the Radon 
Nikodym theorem in the first setting. in which the Bochner integral is used, 
and related properties of Banach spaces is described in [4]. A theorem of 
Phillips [lo] and its converse due to Metivier [9] provide necessary and 
sufftcient conditions for the existence of a Radon-Nikodym derivative in 
this setting; other equivalent statements obtained by Rieffel [ 11. 121 and 
Maynard [6, 73 further illuminate the relationship between the Radon 
Nikodym theorem and the theory of Banach spaces. All of these statements 
involve the behavior of the average range of the represented measure /I with 
respect to the integrating measure p over a set E, namely, the set of ratios 
j.(F)/p(F), where FG E and /l(F) # 0. Also essential in the construction of 
Radon-Nikodym derivatives for the Bochner integral is the idea of 
exhaustion, first identified by Maynard [7], whereby the underlying set is 
partitioned into subsets having a certain prescribed property. 
In the case of bounded finitely additive scalar measures j. and ~1, Bochner 
[Z] proved that whenever i is p-continuous, it may be approximated to 
any degree of accuracy by integrals of simple functions. Necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for the existence of an exact RadonNikodym derivative 
were obtained by Maynard [S] and in different form by Bell and Hagood 
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[ 11. Again, exhaustion is an indispensible ingredient, but more care is 
required because the measures involved need not have Hahn decom- 
positions. Put another way, the difficulty arises because disjoint finitely 
additive measures are not necessarily mutually singular. Maynard handled 
this difficulty by assuming certain properties regarding boundedness of a 
restricted average range and exhaustion by sets on which this restricted 
average range is small. The conditions of Bell and Hagood on the other 
hand require that for each .Y # 0, the positive and negative parts of I - S/L 
be separated, a weak form of mutual singularity using sequences of sets. 
closely related to the notion of exhaustion. 
In Section 2, a restricted form of a RadonNikodym theorem is proved, 
illustrating the role of exhaustion and boundedness of the average range. 
These properties are explored further in Section 3 where a general 
exhaustion principle is obtained. Next, the class of self-separable measures 
is introduced and special exhaustion and boundedness results are derived 
for this class of measures. The results of these sections along with techni- 
ques used to obtain Radon-Nikodym derivatives for the Bochner integral 
and for the finitely additive scalar case are employed in Section 4 to prove 
a general Radon-Nikodym theorem and a special RadonNikodym 
theorem for self-separable measures. As an application of the latter 
theorem, it is proved in Section 5 that the L, spaces are complete if and 
only if the integrating measure is self-separable. 
2. A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
Throughout this paper, S is a field of subsets of a set S and 9” is a 
Banach space. All finitely additive measures have 9 as their domain and 
take their values either in Iw or 5. We refer to the former as scalar 
measures, the latter as vector measures. The integral we use appears in 
Dunford and Schwartz [S, Chap. III]. The total variation of a finitely 
additive measure p is denoted by 1~1; the associated outer measure is IpI*. 
A finitely additive measure 2 is p-c’ontinuous, written i 6 p, if for each E > 0 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that EE S and lpi(E) < 6 implies lAl( E) <E. 
If p has bounded variation and EE 9, an exhaustion of p on E is a 
pairwise disjoint collection % L 9 such that (i) each A E % satisfies A E E 
and Ipl(A)>O, and (ii) I~/(s)=supl~](UA,), where the supremum is 
taken over finite subcollections of ‘8. Such an exhaustion is necessarily at 
most countable. In case E = S, we simply say ‘% is an exhaustion of p. Note 
that if % is an exhaustion of /J and i <p,- then (E E %: IAl > 0) is an 
exhaustion of A. An especially useful feature of exhaustions is the partial 
countable additivity they afford: if { EiJ is an exhaustion of p and EE 9, 
then p(E) = x/1( E n Ei). Given any two exhaustions {E,} and {F,} of p, it 
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is easy to see that ( E, n F,: 1111 (E, n F,) > 0 i is an exhaustion of 11 as well. A 
set property P is said to rsha~sr 11 on E E .F if there is an exhaustion % of ,U 
on E. each element of which possesses P. In that case, we refer to the 
exhaustion % as a P-erhaustion of ,u. 
In this discussion. 11 is a fixed finitely additive scalar measure, .P r = 
jE~9: IpI(E)>Oj and .Y’= lE~9: l;))(E)<3 Ip( ). A set property P 
is roll dijfirence if whenever -4, B E 9 ’ and //[I(.-1 L B) = 0, either .4 and B 
both have P or neither does. It follows that if (S, .P, ii) is complete and P 
is a null difference set property which exhausts /L then it is always possible 
to obtain an exhaustion (E, I such that each E, has P and U E, = S. A set 
property P is hereditar?~ if .4, BE 3 +. BG ‘4, and .4 has P implies B has P. 
If each .-i E 9 ’ contains a set BE.F + which has P, then P is a IOC’NI set 
property. 
For any E E .P and % E 9. let E% = { A E %: .I c E I. The ‘t-cn~erage 
range of i with respect to 11 is .4 ;( E% ) = (L( F).‘p( F): FE E% and /d(F) # 0 1. 
If %=.9, denote this by .4,(E). For average range with respect to //(I. we 
use brackets: 
.4 j.[E%‘] = ] /1( F):‘Ip (F): FE E% and I,LI( F) > 0) 
where the ‘6 is omitted if either % = .B or % = .S +. The i:-appro.~irnate 
range is 
It follows that 6(.-1,( E, c)) d 2c, where b denotes diameter. The subscript jL 
will be omitted whenever there is no chance of confusion. For a more 
detailed discussion of exhaustion, set properties and types of average range. 
see Maynard [S]. 
The lemma below, proved in the last reference, is used in the proposition 
of this section and later in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.1. If.11 is a houndeti.fblitel~~ additiw measure alld E E 3 + , then 
either E E 5’ or there esist disjoint sets A, BE 5’ such that E = A v B. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ~1 be a bounded finiteI?* additke scalar measure and 
,I a finitely additive uector measure sati.&kg 
(ii) A(S.9’) is hounded; 
(iii) .for each E > 0, the set property A( E, E) # 0 eshausts /I on each 
element of 3 +. 
Then there exists a p-integrable jknction f such that i(E) = jE.f’dp ji)r all 
EE9. 
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Proof Since a function which satisfies the conclusion for the com- 
pletion of (S, 9, p) will do so for the original space as well, it suffices to 
prove the theorem for complete (S, 9, p). Also, the property A(E, E) # 121 
is null difference, so for any E E d + and E > 0, there exists an exhaustion 
{Ei) ofp on Esuch that E=UE,and A(Ei,&)#O for all i. 
Construct a sequence of exhaustions inductively as follows: Let (Ef ) ic F.J 
be an exhaustion of p such that S = Ui Ef and A( Ef , 2 ’ ) # 0 for all i. If 
fE:),, FYn has been chosen, for each x select (Et.: ’ I-,, pJ exhausting p on E; 
kch that E; = Ui E;,: ’ and A(E!jt’, 2-‘-’ ) # 0 for all i. To simplify the 
notation, we haved assumed that each exhaustion is infinite. The collection 
(Et1 thus obtained satisfies: 
(a) A(E:, 2-“)#0 for all II and x’zN”; 
(b) E!!=U,E;,t’ and {E::” , ic RJ exhausts p on Et for each n and 
cl E N”; 
(c) s=IJ.E!; and {E!;), exhausts p for each fixed n where 8% ranges 
over N”. 
Now let r: E A(E’;, 2 -“) for each II and 8x and define .f;, = C, r:~,;. For 
any n and CIE N”, Lemma 2.1 guarantees the existence of a set FEJ’, 
FG Et. Hence, 
Ilr’:II 6 (IIJ(WP(U -a I(2 IP(~)liIPI(~)) + lI4mIp(F)II 
< 3’ -‘I + IIA(F)/p(F)II \A 
6 1 + Il4OIp(~)Il, 
which is bounded by (ii ). Thus. {,h, 1 is uniformly bounded. By (c), each .f;, 
is totally p-measurable and hence is p-integrable. For rtz < II. ;I E k~“‘, 
/?E~W”+“‘. I’; and r:.s both lie in A(E!!,,),2-“I) so that Ilr;-v;,,J ~2’ -“I. 
This implies that lI,f,,,(s)-f,,(s)Il d 2’ -“I for all SE S; hence, ‘,,f;,) is 
uniformly Cauchy. Since the limit function f is clearly bounded and p- 
measurable, it is p-integrable. The inequality II,f,,( s) -.f( s)ll < 2’ ” yields 
jE.f’& = lim,, - % fE.fn dp for all EE 6. Also, 
=I-” IPI (0, 
so ,I( E) = lim, _ ,I jE.f,,dp=jEfdp for all EEF. 
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3. EXHAUSTION AND BOUNDEDNESS PROPERTIES 
Two finitely additive measures 1’ and k~ of bounded variation are dkjoirlr 
if the lattice theoretic minimum I\‘( A lrll is identically zero where 
11’1 A Iv/ (E)=inf(l\pI (F)+lrll (E F): FEE,~~ for all Eg.3. For example. 
if 1’ is real-valued, its positive part V+ = +( 1~1 + Y) and its negative part 
\’ -~ = $( 1~ - V) are disjoint, a consequence of the approximate Hahn 
decomposition for such measures [3]. We say ye and I* are sepcuated [I ] if 
there are exhaustions (E,) and f F,) of v and rl respectively such that 
Ein F, = 0 for all i, .i, in which case the pair [E,). IF,) is called a 
separation of 17, 11. Equivalently, v and 11 are separated if for all E > 0 there 
exist disjoint sets E, FEN such that 1~1 (F)= It/I(E)=0 and IvI(.S E)+ 
IrlI(S;; F) <E. Separation generalizes the notion of an exhaustive Hahn 
decomposition [S]: a finitely additive scalar measure has an exhaustive 
Hahn decomposition if and only if its positive and negative parts are 
separated. ‘1 is a component of v if IrlI(E)b l~l( E) for all EE.B and 1’11 and 
Iv\ - lr11 are disjoint. If 11 and 1’ are bounded and nonnegative, the projection 
of q onto V. denoted by P,.(g), is the measure P,.(II)( E) = lim, _ .r /in A q(E) 
for all EEY. For later use. we note that P,.(tl) is a component of t1 and 
P,.(rl)@ Y. Below we introduce a special type of measure that will play an 
important role in what follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A finitely additive measure of bounded variation is 
self-separable if each pair of disjoint components is separated. 
It is easy to see that a finitely additive measure 1’ of bounded variation is 
self-separable if and only if all bounded finitely additive \I-continuous scalar 
measures have exhaustive Hahn decompositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Exhaustion principle). Let 11 be CI Jinitel!! additive 
measure of bounded cariatiorl and P a hereditar?, set propert)*. Then the 
,following t\Iqo statements are equivalent: 
(1) P eshuusts p otJ each element sf 9 +. 
(2) For each 6 > 0, there exists C E .3 und SI E (0, I ) such that 
(i) Ipl(s:.,Cj < 6; 
(ii) for all EECY+, there exists FE E3+ such that lpi(F)> 
s( lpi(E) and F has P. 
Proof. Suppose (1) holds and let {E,) be a P-exhaustion of p. Let 
6 >O. If (Ej} is finite, let N be its cardinality. Otherwise, select N such that 
x,?YiL.+, IpI ~6. This can be done since x.i”=, IpI( I,uI(S)< cc. Put 
C=U,“_l E, and CI= 1/(2N). For any EEC~*, IpI(E)=CjY, IpI(EnE,) 
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so there is a particular j such that IpI(EnE,)> IPI(E With 
F= En E,, (~1 (F) > c( 1~1 (E), and F has P since the property is hereditary. 
Thus (2) holds. 
Now suppose (2) holds. Since P is hereditary, it suffices to show that P 
exhausts p on S. Construct a sequence {(C;, ai)} as follows. Select 
C,EF+ and tx, ~(0, 1) such that IpI(S\C,)< 1 and (ii) holds. If 
Ipl(S\C,) =O, stop. Otherwise, select C;E~+ and tc2 E (0, 1) such that 
Ipl(S\C;)<min($ IpI(S’\C,)) and (ii) is satisfied for (C;, c(~). Put 
c, = c;\c, . It follows that Cz ~9 +, (ii) holds for (Cz, GIN) and 
IpI(S\C, u C,) < i. If IpI(S\C, u Cz) = 0, stop. Otherwise, continue as 
above with the end result being a sequence {(C,, c(,)l such that {C,} is a 
pairwise disjoint subcollection of J +, infl~l(s‘\U~=, C,) = 0 and (ii) holds 
for each (Ci, LY;). 
For each k, a P-exhaustion {EF) of p on C, may be obtained by first 
selecting Ef E Ck possessing P such that IpI > elk IpI( and generally 
selecting E~+,GC,\,U:=, Ef such that IpI(Et+,)>a, lpl(C,‘\U:=, E”)and 
JC+, has P. Clearly, the doubly indexed collection { Ef:) is the desired 
exhaustion of p on S. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let p be a self-separable finitely additive measure of 
bounded variation and P a hereditary set property. Then P exhausts p if and 
only if P is local. 
Proof. Suppose P is a local hereditary set property and p is self- 
separable. Without loss of generality, assume p is nonnegative. If there 
exists a finite pairwise disjoint collection {E,}~=, cS+ such that each EL 
has P and p(S\,lJ:= , Ei) = 0 we are done, so suppose no such finite collec- 
tion exists. 
Using the fact that P is local, we may obtain pairwise disjoint collections 
{E;}&9+ such that each Ej has P by first selecting E, c S with P, 
E, G S’\E, with P and continuing in this fashion. For the sake of brevity, 
call such a collection, whether finite or countably infinite, a P-sequence. 
Then to each such P-sequence % = ( Ei}, there corresponds a omponent ,LL~ 
of p defined by pK( E) = x p( E n E,) for E E 3. Since p is self-separable, 
there exists a separation {A,}, {Bi} of P%, P--/L&. Put %‘= 
{A,nEi:p(AinE,)>O). Then ~~,=p%; %‘, {Bi} is a separation of pc6, 
p -p%; and %’ is a P-sequence since P is hereditary. 
Now let %, = {E!} and (62 = (Ef } be two P-sequences. By the above, we 
may assume that there exist {F:) and (Ff} such that {Ef;), { Ff) is a 
separation of Pan, p - pc6;a for k = 1, 2. Then for each k = 1, 2, (Ef }, { Ff ). is 
an exhaustion of p so those sets of the form Ef n E/? or Ef n q belonging to 
9 + comprise an exhaustion of pee., . Clearly, the collection % consisting of 
sets in 9+ having one of the forms E,! n E-f, Ej n c, or F,’ n Ef is a P- 
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sequence such that /lhi(E) <I~.~(E) for all E6.Y. X = I, 2. Therefore. the set 
of measures p7 arising from P-sequences % is directed and V(E) = 
sup { A!?, ( E): % is a P-sequence I, E E ,P. defines a component of ,M. 
Now if II(S) < p(S), then both measures 1’ and p ~ I’ are nonzero so there 
exists a corresponding nontrivial separation I .1,I. ( B, / of V, ,U ~ 1’. Select 
FE B,S+ with P and put % = i F). On the one hand. 0 < I(( Fl = 
p%(F) 6 v(F) while on the other hand, V(F) d V( B, ) = 0, a contradiction. It 
follows that 1’ = IL. Hence, there exists a sequence i /lr I of components of 11 
which converges upward to 11 on each set with the property that P exhausts 
each ilk. For each k, let [E: I, IF: ) be a separation of /cr, ,U -11~ such that , 
{ Ef; i. is a P-sequence. Define 55, = (Ef ) and for li > 1, let Xk be the collec- 
tion of sets of the form Ff, n F;: n ‘.. n Fz ,’ n Efk with positive measure. 
Each 5Ck is a P-exhaustion of ,I, - 11~ , where /lo = 0. Since the XL have 
pairwise disjoint unions and since 1~ = Xi2 , (ilk - /lr , ). I,);_, %/, is a P- 
exhaustion of 11. The converse is immediate. 
The final exhaustion property of this section, applying specifically to the 
average range and E-average range, requires the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose 11 is u hour~~~d,f~~litri~~ additive scrrlur meuswe. i is 
a ,finitel!s additive vector memlre. E E .p + and E > 0: 
(i) [fA(E,~)#j2j thert 5(.4(E.F’))64E. 
(ii) Jf &A(E.F’))<F therz .-~(E.E)#@. 
Proof: (a) For XEA(E.&), FEE.@‘. the inequality IIi(F)ip(F)-sll < 
2~ implies the conclusion. 
(b) By Lemma 2.1, pick GE E.F’ and set .Y = j.(G)/p( G). Then 
112(F)-s/c(F)11 <E IpI(F) follows for FE E.p-‘. For other FE EY’, use 
Lemma 2.1 again to write F as a disjoint union of elements of J’ and 
apply the above. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose p is (I hounded ,fi:nitefls additive sculm 
wteasure, i. is a finiteI)* additire wctor measure und E E .F + : 
(i) A( F. E) # 0 exhausts p on E -for all E > 0 $’ and onI! [f 
6( A( F9’)) <E e.uhausts p on Efbr all E > 0. 
(ii) Let p have un exhaustive Huhn decomposition und E > 0. !f ml!’ one 
ofthesetproperties6(A(F))<~,6(A(F,~’))<~.or6(.4[F])<~e.rhausts~I 
on E, then all three do. 
Proqf. (a) Immediate by Lemma 3.4. 
(b) Let {A,!, { Bj ). be a separation of /I+, p If i E, 1 is an 
exhaustion of p on E, then so is the collection % consisting of sets in .9 + of 
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theformE,nA,orE,nB,.ThenforFE~,A(F~~)=A(F),and6(A(F))= 
6(A[F]) from which the statement follows. 
We conclude this section with a boundedness result which requires the 
following lemma from [il. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 1 and p he finitel~~ additioe measures ?f bounded 
variation and let /l-Y he the prqjection qf’ 1~) onto (Ii.1 --s 1~1)~. Then 
lim., r p-y = 1~1 in cariation norm. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose p is a bounded jinitell, additive scalar 
measure, i is a finitely additive ejector measure, and E E 9 + : 
(i) A( E5’) is bounded f and on!), if A [E] is bounded. 
(ii ) If p is self-separable, A < p and 111 (S) < ,x, then .for all 6 > 0 there 
exists CE 9 such that IpI(s‘?,C) < 6 and A[C] is bounded. 
Proqf: (i) One direction relies on Lemma 2.1; the other is immediate. 
(ii) Let 6 > 0 and select .Y > 0 such that (pi(S) -p:-(S) < 612. Now 
,K‘ is a component of (~1 and 1,~ is self-separable since p is, so there exists 
a C’E~ such that p-:(s‘,,C)<6;‘2 and (1~1 -p:)(C)=O. Then ipl(S’,,C)= 
Ir~l(S)-~(‘(S)+~“(S)-~1 (C)+p’ (C)- (pl(C)<6/2+6/2+0=& 
Now let EE CJ and a > 0. Since (Ii1 --s 1~1)’ G/L. there exists 
6’~(0, x/2) such that IpI(F)<6’ implies (Ii”1 --s l/ll)+(F)<~/2. Since 
,uY <(Ii -.Y Mm, p.Y and (Ii -X l~iI)+ are disjoint so there are disjoint 
setsA,BE~satisfying.4uB=Sand~1Y(;4)+(IE.I-.ul~1()‘(B)<ii’<cri2. 
Then Ipl(EnA)=p.:(EnA)<ci’, so (111 --9 IpI)‘(EnA)<rx/2. Hence 
(Ij.1 ---?I lpi)‘(E) = (Ii1 --s IpI)+(EnA)+(IE.I --s Irll)‘(EnB) < r/2+ 
~12 = ‘M. Since @ > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, ( Ii( -s //l/ )+(E) = 0, which 
yields lil( E) < .Y //11(E). Thus. A [C] is bounded by .Y. 
4. RADON-NIKODYM THEOREMS 
Using the results of Sections 2 and 3, it is now possible to characterize 
those finitely additive vector measures /L that can be expressed as indefinite 
integrals with respect to a bounded finitely additive scalar measure p, first 
in the general case, then for integrating measures having an exhaustive 
Hahn decomposition and finally for self-separable p. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose p is a bounded jinitel?, additive scalar measure 
dt$ned on a,field 3 of subsets sf a set S and i is a finitely additive Banach- 
tlalued measure on 9. Then the follo,i,ing two statements are equitlalent: 
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(2) (a) AGp: 
( b) Jbr all positiw nwnhers t: atd 8. Ihere esisrs C E 3 + md 
c( E (0, I ) satisf:itzg 
(i) Ipl(S,..C) cd: 
(ii ) A ( C.9’ ) is hounded: 
(iii) .for each E E C’S +, there esists FE E9 + such that 1 p 1 (F) > 
r IpI(E) andd(A(F.9’))<E. 
Prooj: To show that ( 1) implies (2), suppose that f is a p-integrable 
function such that 1(E) = SE f dp for all E E S. Then (a) is known. For (b ). 
let E, 6 > 0 and select a simple function g = C:‘=, IJ,xB, such that (B, ). par- 
titions S, B,EP for each i, and lpl*({s~S: lI.f(s)-g(s)11 b~,%))<6. Pick 
A such that (SE% IIf(g(s)11 3&,/8: &.4 and 1/11(.4)<ci. With C=S’.4. 
condition (i) is satisfied. Also, for M = max, c ,<,! lifl,ll + &.:8 and s E C. 
we have Ilf’(s)ll 6 M; hence EE C9’ ‘i&plies il1( E)/p(E)(I 6 
M lpl(E)/lp(E)l d 2M. Thus, A(Cg’) is bounded. 
Now set a= 1,‘(2tl) and let EECY+. Then lpI(E)=x;=, IpI(EnB,) so 
thatforsomej, I~((EnB,)>l~1I(E)i’(?n)=r IpI( Put F-EnB;. Forall 
AEFS, 
Ilit.4 ) - B,P(.~ Ill = 1~ d.4 1 -*‘, g dp 1~ , 
6iei8) IA(A). 
Thus /I,EA(F. c/8), so by Lemma 3.4 (A(F,Y’))<E. 
Next, we prove (2) implies (1). By (b) and Proposition 3.2, for every 
E > 0, the set property &A( ET’)) < E exhausts p on each element of 9 +. 
By Proposition 3.5, the same is true of A(E, E) # 0. Let {S,,) be a sequence 
of positive numbers decreasing to zero and for each n obtain C, E 9 such 
that I,ul(S\C,) <a, and A(C,R’) is bounded. Eliminate sets of zero IpI- 
measure from the sequence C, , C,:. C, ,..., C,, + ,‘.., U:=, Cj ,..., to obtain a new 
collection {G,,) which is an exhaustion of p such that A(G,z92) is bounded 
for each n. Proposition 2.2 applies to yield a sequence of functions (f,z) 
such that for each n, f,, = 0 on .S\,G,, and L(En G,! j = lEfn dp for E E 3. Set 
f = x f,. If this is a finite summation, the conclusion follows easily. 
Otherwise, since {G,, > is an exhaustion of p, xi = , .f,, converges of f in p- 
measure. The inequality jE IlIZ,=, .f;,II d IPI QZ=, jE IlfJ d IPI = 
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xi=, 111 (EnG,,)< IiLl(E) implies that {xt=,f,} has uniformly p-con- 
tinuous integrals so by [S, Theorem 111.3.61, f is p-integrable and 
lim, _ r js 11 Cf: =, f, -fll d 1~1 = 0. Since {G,} must also be an exhaustion 
of A, 
for all EE 3. 
In condition (2) above we have not explicitly assumed that 1 has boun- 
ded variation as many Radon-Nikodym theorems do. Clearly, by the 
theorem, ILl( S) < ‘x8 is a consequence of (2), but it is also easy to obtain 
directly. Using p-continuity and (b), there is a set CES such that 
1,4l(S\C) < 1 and A(C9’) is bounded. This latter fact and 
Proposition 3.7(i) imply the existence of M>O such that IA(E)1 <A4 lpi(E) 
for all EE CS. Hence Ill(s) < 1 + M lpi(C). 
Whenever p has an exhaustive Hahn decomposition, condition (2) can 
be simplified as follows. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose ,a is u bounded finitely additive scalar measure 
defined on a field 9 of subsets of a set S and 1 is a finitely additive Banach- 
Ljalued measure on 9. Jf p has an exhaustive Hahn decomposition, then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There esists a p-integrable function f such that 
W=j’Lf. & .for all E E 9. 
(2) (a) i+p; 
(b) for ail positice numbers E and 6, there exists CE 9 + and 
cz E (0, 1) such that 
(i) Ipl(S\,,C) < 6; 
(ii) A [C] is bounded; 
(iii) for each EECF’, there exists FE E9+ such that lpi(F)> 
M lpi(E) and 6(A[F]) < E. 
Proof: Propositions 3S(ii) and 3.7(i). 
Actually, without appealing to Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 and the 
exhaustive Hahn decomposition of p, statement (2) of the corollary 
provides necessary and sufficient conditions for 1. to have a Radon- 
Nikodym derivative with respect to 1~1. Since 1~1 has a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative with respect o p if and only if p has an exhaustive Hahn decom- 
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position [8], the corollary follows. Because of this relationship between 11 
and 1~) and for the sake of consistency, the average range with respect to 
1~1 has been used throughout (2)(b) in the corollary. even though A( CI 
would suffice in (b)(iii). Note that a similar replacement cannot be made in 
(b)(ii) as the example below shows. Let S= ( - I. I]. .9 be the field of 
finite disjoint unions of intervals of the form (u. h]. j. be interval length on 
.Y and set ~((E)=L(En(O.I])-;.(En(-1.01) for EET. Then ,/‘= 
XlO.l] - %I ,,0, is a Radon-Nikodym derivative for i. with respect to /l. and 
11 has a Hahn decomposition. yet .4(C) is unbounded whenever CE 9 and 
1~1( C) > 1. This points out an apparent misprint in [8, Theorem 4.41 
where, in a related theorem for scalar I and 11 having an exhaustive Hahn 
decomposition, .4(C) rather than A [C] is employed. 
For self-separable finitely additive measures /l, the conditions ensuring a 
Radon-Nikodym derivative are reminiscent of those which apply to the 
Bochner integral. 
( I ) There c.rists u p-integrdde ,firnction .f’ suc~/~ thnt i.(E) = iE,f’ d,u for 
all E E 5. 
(2) (a) i.<p rind III(S)< x: 
(b) .fbr ecer!’ positive nunder E. 6(.4(E) ) < f: is CI loccrl set propert!‘. 
Prooj: Suppose (1) holds. Then (Z)(a) is known. Furthermore, by 
Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 3.2, &A( Es”‘)) < E exhausts p for each E > 0. 
By Proposition 3.5. d(A( E)) < e also exhausts 11 for each t: ~0: hence this 
set property is local. 
Now assume (2) holds. By Propositions 3.3 and 3.5, d(A( E,F’)) <t; 
exhausts p for each e > 0. Let E. 6 > 0 and. using Proposition 3.7, select 
GEY such that IpJ(S’\.G)<612 and A(G.9’) is bounded. Since 
d(A(E5’)) < E exhausts 11 on G, obtain Cs G and r E (0, I ) satisfying: (i) 
Ipl(G’,,C)<6/2 and (ii) for all EEC.F+, there exists FE Ep+ such that 
IpI(F)>ct l/11(E) and ~(A(FT’))<E. Thus. C and Y satisfy the condition of 
Theorem 4.1 for E and 6. By that theorem, we conclude that i has a 
Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to ,u. 
5. COMPLETENESS OF L,,(.S,.F,IL, :'r') 
In this section, we show that the space L,(S, 9, p, Y’), consisting of 
equivalence classes of p-measurable functions ,f: S -+ $ for which Il,fll p is p- 
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integrable, is complete if and only if p is self-separable. The pth norm of a 
function f will always be subscripted, as in Ilfll;=js /f(s)llp 1~1 (ds), 
in order to distinguish this from the norm in x’ of the values of .f: The 
following lemma will be needed. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose p is a self-separable hounded finitel~~ additive 
posithle measure, ( E,,} is a monotonicall! decreasing sequence ?f’ sets in 3 
and c( and /? are positive numbers such that p( E,) > Y > b for all n. Then 
there esists E E 9 such that p( D,,E,,) = 0 ,for all n and p(E) > 8. 
Proof Define finitely additive measures v and v] by V(E) = lim ,u( E n E,,) 
and rl( E) = lim ~(,!3 E,,) for all EE 9. Then 1’ and ~7 are disjoint com- 
ponents of p and V(S) 3 ~1. Thus. there exists E E J such that V(E) > /? and 
q(E) = 0. Then p(E) 3 V(E) > fl yet 0 6 p(E:.,E,,) d f!(E) = 0 for all n. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 11 be a bounded~finitelv additive scalar measure ,~hose 
domain is a field S sf subsets sf’ a set S, 1’ be a Banach space, and 
1 < p < x. Then L,(S, 9. p, 3’) is complete lf and only if 11 is self-separable. 
ProoJ Suppose that /l is self-separable and without loss of generality, 
let p be nonnegative. For now, let p = 1. If (f,! i is a Cauchy sequence in 
L,, then there are simple functions g,, satisfying 11 g,, -,f;,II , 6 n ’ so that 
( g, ) is Cauchy and has a limit in L, if and only if { .f;, ;, does. Thus. we 
may as well assume that the ,/;, are simple functions to begin with. 
The sequence of Finitely additive measures (i.,, ). defined by 
n,(E) = SE f, dp for E E 9 is Cauchy in variation norm and hence has a 
limit 1 which is a /c-continuous finitely additive measure of bounded 
variation. For this /I, the set property 6(.4 j.( E)) < 8 is local for all E > 0, as 
we prove below. To this end, let E E 9 + and E > 0. Select 6 > 0 such that 
0 < 6 < /L(E). Extract a subsequence {j;,, i satisfying 11 f,,, -.f,,,J , < 6 2 ” for 
i<j. This yields the inequality ~1( {se E: lj,f,l,(s) -.f;,,(s)ll > Zpii ) <ii. 2 -‘, 
i < j. Define a monotonically decreasing sequence of sets (E,,, ). by E,,, = 
{GEE: IIf;,,(f,,+,(s)11 <2-‘, i= 1, 2 ,..., 111). Clearly, p(El.E,,,)<ci for all 
m, so p( E,,) > p(E) - 6 > 0. By the lemma, there exists GE S + such that 
/L( G\ E,,,) = 0 for all m. By intersecting G with E if needed. we may assume 
G z E. Now for any FE G.3, 
Iin, - Jl(F) = i’iy ILz, - &IV’) 
= km Il.f,,-&II A4 s .I’r F 
= lim 
j- x s Fn E, IIf,,, -f,J dp 
<2’-‘p(F). 
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Choose i6 N such that 2’ ’ < ~;‘4. By Theorem 4.3. there is a set FE G.P + 
satisfying d( A ,( F)) < &:.‘2. where .d,( F) is the average range of /-,,, with 
respect to p on F. An application of the triangle inequality produces 
6(.4,(F)) < E, as needed. 
Theorem 4.3 now applies to yield a /c-integrable function .f such that 
%(E)=J,f‘dp for all EE.9. Since Ii,- ii(S)= j.,. II-#;,-.fll IQ~ and since 
16 _ r Ii.,,-%l(S)=O, f;, converges to .f in L,. 
For I < p < x8, any Cauchy sequence (f;,) in L,(S, 9, p, .?‘) is Cauchy 
in L, as well and thus will have an L, limit .f: But then ,f;, converges to ,f’ in 
measure and since the integrals of { II.f;,(s)Il”) are uniformly p-continuous, 
by [S, 111.3.61 the desired convergence follows. Thus, L,( S. .8, ,u, 9’) is 
complete. 
Now assume that LJS, .F, p, 9’) .is complete for some p E [I. z ). It 
follows that L,(S. 9.11, R) is complete as well. As before, it is enough to 
consider the case where p is nonnegative. Let p = A+ v be a decomposition 
of p into nontrivial disjoint components. For simplicity, rescale so that 
/c(S) = 1, i.(S) = r(S) = $. For each n. obtain disjoint sets E,,. F,, E .P such 
that E,, u F,, = S, and i( F,,) + v( E,,) < 2 ‘I. For any tz, 1~1 E N. 
/I( F,, A F,, + ,,, ) < 2 ‘I + 2 -” “I 6 2 ’ ” and similarly I( E,, L E,, + ,,I ) < 2 ’ “. 
But F,, 2 F,, + ,,z = E,, : 6, +,,t, so /d E,, L E,, + ,,, 1 = 4 F,, t F,, + ,,,) + 
v( E,, 2 E,, + ,,,) < 2’ ‘I. put 
SI.f;,-.f,,+,,,I’I(I~(=~((E,,tE 
f’ = ,& E L,(S, 5. ,Ll, 2’). ,1 Then 
,, +,,, ), proving that [.r;, 1 is Cauchy. Denoting 
the L, limit of (,f‘,f by .f; lim 
Thus for all EE -4, lim 
,! _ , j IL -f’l 4 = lim,, + I 1 1.6, -.f’l p LIP = 0. 




= [ .r;, 41 
‘E 
= i( E n E,,) + v( E n E,, ) 
< A(E) + 2 ‘I, 
so lim,,, jEfndp=i(E). Th us, A(E)=j,f‘dp for all EEL. By [l, 
Theorem 4.21, 1- XP has an exhaustive Hahn decomposition for all s # 0. 
In particular, 1- fp has an exhaustive Hahn decomposition, which, since 
(A - +p)+ = 42 and (,I- f,u) = iv, implies that A and v are separated. 
Thus, p is self-separable. 
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